Bio-degradation of olive oil husks in composting aerated piles.
In this study, the composting performance of two olive oil husk piles was compared using two different aeration processes: aeration by mechanical turning or by forced air-injection. The results showed that after the maturation phase both piles had a similar chemical composition and the same level of organic matter degradation (around 55%). However, the time necessary to reach the thermophilic phase was shorter for the turned pile (2 months in comparison to 3 months for the air-injected pile) and the humification degree achieved was slightly higher (94% versus 83%). Both piles showed the presence of an active microbial community, with an increase by 2-3 orders of magnitude in the number of cultured microbial colonies during the composting process. No significant difference in quantitative or qualitative terms was found in the microbial populations of both piles, nor was a clear succession between a mesophilic and a thermophilic population observed. In terms of industrial application, the mechanical turning process seems to be better since it is a lower energy and time consuming process.